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Abstract:  With the popularity of the various security system, identify the authentication of an exact user has been a key challenge 

for each system. The voiceprint recognition technology has some merit over another security system with flexible, economical 

terms. Therefore using voice as a key security tool will be useful for the ecosystem. In this system, we are going to use some 

machine learning concept SVM (Support Vector Machine). The SVC will be useful to differentiate the dataset and find out the 

actual required result so that user can get authentication to access the machine (Files, Folder, Documents), to make the system fully 

workable it is supported by Python on the frontend, with the help of the python SVC implement of it is successful and from the 
backend part, we are going to use IBM Watson which will provide actual power to the system. Using the IBM server APIs would 

be extra key to success to make the system more efficiently get the result as solving machine learning process on the client is hectic 

and hard to perform, that’s why we are using the server of IBM which provides some free tools which are easily accessible and 

taking advantage of these tools we can easily achieve the required security and result for the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this advanced era, when people leverage social networking, online shopping, and online financial transactions without the need 

of being physically present at places. As a result, identity authentication has become the most critical security activity in the online 

world. The traditional solution uses a password or a private key (which is encrypted). In fact of this encryption, many people use 

easy passcode to remember “123456” to crack this kind of code are very easy for the intruder or any 3rd party person to hack out 

the system. The traditional solutions are a risky affair as the passwords are forgotten or lost and are also prone to hacker attacks. 

The best example would be the router password i.e admin and admin which can easily be attacked and all the connections to that 

device can be hacked out easily within that network. To overcome these drawbacks, we have decided voice security system. In the 

system, we have a key advantage that the person needs to be physically present to unlock the system and gain access. But a common 

question may arise that “I can record the person's voice and play it unlock the device, how it is secured?”. The simple solution to 

its there is a difference playing sound and actual speaking which can be recognized with the SVC (Support Vector Classifier) 
algorithm and Machine learning which we are using SVM (Support Vector Machine). With the help of the python framework and using 

the machine learning concept of SVC (Support Vector Classifier) which will help us to distinguish the dataset and show us the required result with a 

higher accuracy rate. We have used MFCC (Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients), which plays a key role. Handling this huge dataset on the user 

side would be a hectic task, therefore to resolve this problem we are using the IBM Watson server. Using their APIs and processing the task on a 
higher powerful server would be an advantage for the system to work more efficiently. Combining both tools Python and IBM server we acquired a 
higher accuracy result. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In this project, Python Framework and IBM Watson will be used. Python will be used for the frontend development side where all 

the functions and key components for the projects will be built. Which will process all the machine learning module and includes 

the functionality code for MFCC (Mel-Frequency cepstral coefficients). Which will help us to identify important components of an 
audio signal and train a model. This feature will be very beneficial for further processing over the analog signal of the audio. The 

input voice from the microphone will be extracted from the actual speech with less background noise and more clear result, the 

hamming technique to smooth the voice signal by the MFCC. The temporary voice is stored in the audio folder naming the file 

name as background_noise.wav. Using of Wav audio format is a benefit for us to record high fidelity with the accurate and lossless 

format. The IBM Watson Text to Speech service provides certain APIs which is beneficial for our project. These APIs will provide 

us backend power to analyze the data. The speech-synthesis capabilities of IBM to synthesize text into natural-sounding speech in 

a variety of languages, dialects (Specific Region Language), and voices. The service offers a customization interface that you can 

use to define sounds or translations for words. With the powerful server at the backend, we can implement and come out with a 

more precise result. 
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Fig. 1 - IBM Watson Flow. 

 

III. ALGORITHM 

3.1 SVC (Support Vector Classifier) 

 

SVC algorithm is a supervised machine learning algorithm that can be used for classification or regression problems. It uses a 

technique called the kernel trick to transform your data and then based on these transformations it finds an optimal boundary 

between the possible outputs [15]. The implementation is based on libsvm. The fit time scales at least quadratically with the number 

of samples and maybe impractical beyond tens of thousands of samples. Considering large datasets using sklearn SVM LinearSVC 

or sklearn linear_model SGDClassifier. 

  

The further explanation of the SVC algorithm can be easily understood with the help of the diagram and its structure. The following 

figure will explain the actual machine learning SVC used in the voice-print security system. 
 

Condition 1: 

 

 

Fig. 2 - The line segment that connects points in different clusters has to go through a low-density region in data space 

where the SVDD returns a negative value. 

 

 

Left f(x) > 0 is a dataset and Right f(x) > 0 is another dataset in which are easily identical and can be separate out with f(x) < 0. 
This is the most simple and easy test case we can get the result at a single glance. Not much cores or process is not required to 

figure out the solutions, But it won’t be a similar case. 
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Condition 2: 

 

When the mixed dataset occurs the complexity of the problem increases, eg of mixed data is shown in Fig (3). The machine needs 

more cores and more data to analyze it and figure out the accurate result [15]. To solve such kind of complex problem we can 

increase the number of hidden layers in SVM (Scaler Vector Machine). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3 - Contours generated by SVDD as γ is increased. 

 

 

We can use 2 hidden layers, which 1st layer will have 5 neurons present init and the 2nd layer will have 2 neurons which will help 

out the output to varying weights and differentiate the datasets. The below Fig (4) shows the result when the dataset is differentiated 

with the help of the SVC algorithm. 

 

 

 

Fig 4 - Allowing for outliers allows SVC to separate noisy data 

 

 

3.2 MLP Classifier 

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) is a supervised learning algorithm that learns a function f(X) = Rm → R0 by work through data 

training, where m is the input value is and the 0 is output size. Given a set of features X = x1, x2,.  .  .  , xm and references γ, it can 

read a non-linear function scale with a split or a reversal. It differs from ordering in order, in that between the input and the output 
layer, there can be one or more non-linear layers, called hidden layers [17]. Figure 5 shows one hidden layer of MLP by scale 

extraction. 
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Fig 5 - Hidden Layer of MLP 

 

The left layer, known as the input layer, contains a set of neurons  {xii|x1, x2, … , xm}  representing the input features. Each neuron 

in the hidden layer converts values from the previous layer by a cut line  ω1x1 +ω2x2 +⋯+ωmxm , followed by indirect 

activation of g(. ):R → R as a hyperbolic tan function. The output layer detects values from the last hidden layer and converts them 

into output values [20]. The module contains social attributes breaks coefficients & intercepts. Coefficients list of weight matrices, 
where the weight matrix i index represents the weights between layer i and layer i + 1. Intercepts list of bias vectors, where the 

vector in the code represents the bias values included in the i + 1. 
. 

IV. ARCHITECHTURE  

The MFCC feature extraction technique includes windowing the signal, applying the DFT, taking the log of the magnitude, and 

then warping the frequencies on a Mel scale, followed by applying the inverse DCT [18]. The detailed description of various steps 

involved in the MFCC feature extraction is explained below. 

 

MFCC Feature 

4.1 Pre-emphasis: Pre-emphasis refers to filtering that emphasizes the higher frequencies. Its purpose is to balance the spectrum 

of voiced sounds that have a steep roll-off in the high-frequency region [13]. For voiced sounds, the glottal source has an 
approximately −12 dB/octave slope. However, when the acoustic energy radiates from the lips, this causes a roughly +6 dB/octave 

boost to the spectrum [1]. As a result, a speech signal when recorded with a microphone from a distance has approximately a −6 

dB/octave slope downward compared to the true spectrum of the vocal tract. Therefore, pre-emphasis removes some of the glottal 

effects from the vocal tract parameters. The most commonly used pre-emphasis filter is given by the following transfer function 

Where the value of b controls the slope of the filter and is usually between 0.4 and 1.0. 

 

𝑯(𝒛) = 𝟏 − 𝒃𝔃−𝟏 
 

4.2 Frame blocking and windowing: The speech signal is a slowly time-varying signal. For stable acoustic characteristics, speech 

needs to be examined over a sufficiently short time. Therefore, speech analysis must always be carried out on short segments across 

which the speech signal is assumed to be stationary. Short-term spectral measurements are typically carried out over 20ms windows, 

and advanced every 10ms [2],[3]. Advancing the time window every 10ms enables the temporal characteristics of individual speech 
sound to be tracked, and the 20ms analysis window is usually sufficient to provide good Spectral resolution of these sounds and at 

the same time short enough to resolve significant temporal characteristics. The purpose of the overlapping analysis is that each 

speech sound of the input sequence would be approximately centered at some frame. On each frame, a window is applied to taper 

the signal towards the frame boundaries. Generally, Hanning or Hamming windows are used. This is done to enhance the harmonics, 

smooth the edges, and reduce the edge effect while taking the DFT on the signal [1]. For the continuity of the start and the end, the 

Hamming window as in the equation is used. 

 

𝒘(𝒏) = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟒 − 𝟎. 𝟒𝟔 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (
𝟐𝝅𝒏

𝑵 + 𝟏
)  𝟎 ≤ 𝒏 ≤ 𝑵 
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Fig 6 - Framing & Windowing 

 

 
4.3 DFT spectrum: Each windowed frame is converted into a magnitude spectrum by applying DFT. 
 

 

𝑿(𝒌) =  ∑ 𝒙(𝒏)𝒆
−𝒋𝟐𝝅𝒏𝒌

𝑵

𝑵−𝟏

𝒏=𝟎

; 

 
 

𝟎 ≤ 𝒌 ≤ 𝑵− 𝟏 
 

 

4.4 Mel spectrum: Mel spectrum is computed by passing the Fourier transformed signal through a set of band-pass filters known 
as Mel-filter bank. A Mel is a unit of measure based on the human ear's perceived frequency. It does not correspond linearly to 

the physical frequency of the tone, as the human auditory system does not perceive pitch linearly. The Mel scale is approximately 

a linear frequency spacing below 1 kHz and a logarithmic spacing above 1 kHz [4], the approximation of Mel from physical 

frequency can be expressed as Where f denotes the physical frequency in Hz, and fMel denotes the perceived frequency [2]. 

 
 

𝒇𝑴𝒆𝒍 = 𝟐𝟓𝟗𝟓 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 (𝟏 +
𝒇

𝟕𝟎𝟎
) 

 

 

Filter banks can be implemented in both the time domain and frequency domain. For MFCC computation, filter banks are 

generally implemented in the frequency domain. The center frequencies of the filters are normally evenly spaced on the frequency 

axis [16]. However, to mimic the human ears perception, the warped axis, according to the nonlinear function given in Equation, 
is implemented. The most commonly used filter shaper is triangular, and in some cases, the Hanning filter can be found [1]. The 

triangular filter banks with Mel frequency warping are given in Fig (7)  The Mel spectrum of the magnitude spectrum X (k) is 

computed by multiplying the magnitude spectrum by each of the triangular Mel weighting filters [5],[6]. 
 

 

𝒔(𝒎) = ∑[|𝑿(𝒌)|𝟐𝑯𝒎(𝒌)];

𝑵−𝟏

𝒌=𝟎

 

 
 

𝟎 ≤ 𝒎 ≤ 𝑴− 𝟏 
 

 

where M is the total number of triangular Mel weighting filters. Hm (k) is the weight given to the kth energy spectrum bin 

contributing to the mth output band and is expressed as below with m ranging from 0 to M-1. 
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Fig 7 - Mel Filter Bank 

 

 

𝑯(𝒎) =

{
 
 

 
 

𝟎,

𝟐(𝒌 − 𝒇(𝒎 − 𝟏))

𝒇(𝒎) − 𝒇(𝒎 − 𝟏),
𝟐(𝒇(𝒎+𝟏)−𝒌)

𝒇(𝒎+𝟏)−𝒇(𝒎),
𝟎

𝒌 < 𝑓(𝒎 − 𝟏)
𝒇(𝒎−𝟏)≤𝒌≤𝒇(𝒎)
𝒇(𝒎)<𝑘≤𝑓(𝑚+1)

𝒌>𝑓(𝑚+1)

 

 
 

 
4.5 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT): Since the vocal tract is smooth, the energy levels in adjacent bands tend to be correlated. 

The DCT is applied to the transformed Mel frequency coefficients produces a set of cepstral coefficients. Before computing 

DCT, the Mel spectrum is usually represented on a log scale. This results in a signal in the cepstral domain with a quefrequency 

peak corresponding to the pitch of the signal and several formants representing low quefrequency peaks [1]. Since most of the 
signal information is represented by the first few MFCC coefficients, the system can be made robust by extracting only those 

coefficients ignoring or truncating higher order DCT components. Finally, MFCC is calculated as [1],[13] 

 

 

𝒄(𝒏) = ∑ 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎(𝒔(𝒎)) 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (
𝝅𝒏(𝒎− 𝟎. 𝟓)

𝑴
) ;

𝑴−𝟏

𝒎=𝟎

 

 
     

𝒏 = 𝟎, 𝟏, 𝟐,.  .  .  .  , 𝑪 − 𝟏 

 
 

where c(n) is the cepstral coefficients, and C is the number of MFCCs. Traditional MFCC systems use only 8–13 cepstral 

coefficients. The zeroth coefficient is often excluded since it represents the average log-energy of the input signal, which only 

carries little speaker-specific information. 

 

4.6 Dynamic MFCC features: The cepstral coefficients are usually referred to as static features since they only contain 

information from a given frame. The extra information about the temporal dynamics of the signal is obtained by computing the 
first and second derivatives of cepstral coefficients [7],[8],[9]. The first-order derivative is called delta coefficients, and the 

second-order derivative is called delta-delta coefficients. Delta coefficients tell about the speech rate, and delta-delta coefficients 

provide information similar to the acceleration of speech. The commonly used definition for computing dynamic parameter is 

[7]  

 

△ 𝑪𝒎(𝒏) =
∑ 𝒌𝒊𝑪𝒎(𝒏 + 𝒊)
𝑻
𝒊=−𝑻

∑ |𝒊|𝑻
𝒊=−𝑻

 

 

 
where cm(n) denotes the mth feature for the nth time frame, ki is the ith weight, and T is the number of successive frames used for 

computation. Generally, T is taken as 2. The delta-delta coefficients are computed by taking the first-order derivative of the delta 

coefficients. 
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V. AUTHENTICATION METHOD 

The two-layer Authentication method includes two processes: one for registration, one for user authentication. 

 

5.1 The registration process: Before a user can work with the system, a user must first register his voice. The program is recording 

the user's voice and sends the recording back-end. Next, Authentication Speaker Verification (ASV) system detects file recording 

and output a user voice model (e.g., voiceprint) [19]. Finally, the ASV system saves the user's voice model into the database. 

 
5.2 Authentication process: The authentication process will do tested in two, different perspectives: user and backend.  

From a user's point of view, the authentication process consists of actions:  

1) Trigger voice assistant.  

2) Speak service command. User design the flow can add a step to the end, so as not to disturb the real user flow for voice 

assistants. 

 

When the voice listener, users may speak his/her password to unlock the data or files, then wait for the system to run or reject the 

request. From a backend perspective, the process consists of six actions. While the user speaks the service command, the backend 

records his voice. 

 

In the Next Step, the backend sends the recording to the speaker the verification process after the user has completed the command. 

The speaker authentication system will then determine whether a voiceprint recording is similar to a registered user. When he finds 

out the similarity, the program identifies the speaker as a specific user. If the speaker verification system cannot find the best match 

model among registered users, identification failed. The back will disconnect and tell the user that the identification failed. The user 

has 5 attempts if it fails, the authentication process will be terminated. 

 

In the next step, if the diagnosis is successful the data or file is provided to the user. The system is called two-layer authentication 

because uses dual voice input to identify and verify the user. This method prevents unauthorized speaker's access to the data. The 

attacks mentioned earlier will not cross this layer unless the attackers can get voice recordings from registered users. If the attacker 

you can get the voice recording of the registered user, and pass it for the first time layer. 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we try to present a security system using voice biometrics with the help of machine learning and python on the frontend 

side. The trained data with SVC (Support Vector Classifier). As we all voice security has a low accuracy rate but using this machine 

learning technique we can increase this accuracy rate. The main idea of implementing this system is to provide more security to the 

system. With the help of SVC, MFCC, and MLP Classifier with powered backend IBM Watson. The background noise can be 

removed with python packages. This package will help us to have a clear output that can be compared with the existing dataset and 

if the output and present data are matched then we can get access to the system. 

 
However in the case of complex background noise, the method of voiceprint identification will be affected a little bit, but in the 

future, this complicated situation can be studied and solved with more advanced machine learning concepts. 
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